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1. Introduction

In order to translate innovation capability into successful results via products, technologies,

services, or business models, firms require innovation control. In other words, companies need to

manage and measure their innovation capability and related processes in an active and result-

oriented way (Adams, Bessant & Phelps, 2006). Clearly defined goals and control mechanisms

for timing, resources, and quality are essential. Innovation control can help organisations define

what resources (in terms of quantity, type, and personnel capabilities) are needed to implement

each action.

Recent innovation research has complemented perspectives related to individuals and

their environments, which feature both group and organisational aspects. The shift in the focus of

innovation studies underlines an important stream of research on innovation control systems. As

work occurs within companies, individuals’ surroundings are largely affected by control

mechanisms (Davila, Foster & Oyon, 2009). The application of innovation control is frequently

depicted by a strong ambidexterity between the strong use of measurement mechanisms and

significant amounts of freedom in order to enhance creativity. Thus, organisational-level

innovation control seems to be an auspicious research area that should concentrate on both the



individual and collective processes, with organisational needs in mind (Saunila, 2017). These

three levels of analysis (i.e., individual, group, and organisational) are extensively represented in

the literature on innovation and learning (see James, Guile & Unwin, 2013). However, little is

known about the ways in which management actions advance these three levels of innovation

control in practice. In order to flourish, the controlling processes should be able to balance

between the rival forces of freedom and constraint (see Simons, 2000). Research in innovation is

also moving towards a better understanding of innovations as a managed and controlled process

(Chebbi, Yahiaoui & Thrassou., 2017; Davila et al., 2009; Janssen, Moeller & Schlaefke, 2011;

Saunila, Ukko & Rantanen, 2014).

However, the existing conceptualisations of innovation control actions remain limited

and have not addressed the different dimensions related to dynamic processes. This study

examines the combination of and control over innovation resources, at both individual and team

levels, that are used to achieve organisational goals. Individual interests and organisational

capabilities are analysed during a reformation of the innovation process and organisational

structures  of  a  media company.  This  study could be beneficial  to  those who are attempting to

make sense from the complex context of innovating daily content and building multichannel

platforms to create businesses for the future. We believe that innovation control discussions could

be enriched by applying approaches from a dialectic perspective and by presenting them in an

organisational learning context. Furthermore, describing different types of controls and

observation levels during the innovation process (e.g., James et al., 2013; Saunila, 2017) might

help us understand the cognitive and dialectic dimensions when addressing personal and

managerial characteristics in accordance with situational demands (Bledow, Frese, Anderson,

Erez & Farr, 2009a, 2009b).

In this chapter, we note the challenge of developing innovations as outcomes requiring

exploration and exploitation on multiple levels of organising. Enabling individuals, teams, and

organisations to participate efficiently in innovation activities requires control of resources. In

addition, recent literature suggests that management control systems influence innovation (cf.

Henri, 2006; Franco-Santos, Lucianetti & Bourne, 2012; Saunila, 2017) but does not specify how



control mechanisms inform and assist innovation. In the following text, we continue the earlier

discussion on dialectic perspectives with respect to innovation (see Bledow et al., 2009a, 2009b)

and innovation control (see Davila et al., 2009; Haustein, Luther & Schuster, 2014) while

stressing the need for a multilevel approach to controls. The research question is, “How does

innovation control integrate with innovation as a multilevel process?”

The chapter is structured as follows: The literature review introduces the theories of

innovation and management control, after which a case study using several research methods is

presented. This chapter also discusses control mechanisms that operate on multiple levels of an

organisation to drive innovation. We describe the dynamics of the innovation process, which

requires various controls to refine ideas devised through innovation. Finally, theoretical

conclusions and some managerial suggestions for flexible control and developing processes that

aim to build an innovative organisation are presented.

2. Literature Review

2.1.  Dialectic approach to innovation as a multilevel dynamic process

The dialectic perspective on innovation focuses on the dynamics of intentional development and

on the introduction of useful new ideas (Bledow et al., 2009a). Innovations include creative ideas

and their implementation in the forms of products, processes, services, and organisational

innovations (Schumpeter, 1934; Tidd, Bessant & Pavitt, 2005). Following the dialectic approach

(Bledow et al., 2009a, 2009b) based on previous work by March (1991), it is seen that in the

contexts of knowledge and learning, exploration includes terms such as search, variation, risk-

taking, experimentation, flexibility, and discovery. Exploitation refers to concepts including

production, selection, implementation, and execution. The different characteristics of various

phases of innovation as knowledge-based processes can be identified (Chebbi et al., 2017;

Chesbrough, 2003; Tidd et al., 2005). Recent discussion has highlighted the idea that innovation

is more of a dynamic complementary process with integrated feedback loops than a linear set of

pre-planned steps to final outcomes (cf. James et al., 2013; Mäkimattila, 2014; Mäkimattila,

Melkas & Uotila, 2013; Santoro, Vrontis, Thrassou & Dezi, 2017; Thrassou, Vrontis & Bresciani,

2018a, 2018b): Actions at different levels need to be synchronised. Although grounded in the



tasks of individuals, the group initiative is to handle uncertainty related to the tasks and to entrust

challenging demands to group processes (Brav, Andersson & Lantz, 2009). Individuals, teams,

and organisations need to manage conflicting demands and to self-regulate and control issues via

alternative pathways that lead from ideas to innovations.

According to Bledow et al. (2009a, 2009b), the core point of the dialectic approach is the

integration of complementary and even opposite cognitions, emotions, and activities for

facilitating successful innovation. The variety of interests and temporal challenges leads to one

of the key issues: how individuals, teams, and organisations can control conflicting processes.

Bledow et al. (2009a, 2009b) pointed out that shifting between several alternatives and integrating

them is more likely to result in new solutions than committing to a single alternative in the early

phase. The dialectic approach emphasises the idea that a problem representation is not a static

cognitive structure but rather a constant, constructive process that synthesises previous problem

representations with novel information (Bledow et al., 2009a, 2009b). Based on the dialectic

perspective, Bledow et al. (2009a, 2009b) state that in practice, there is no easy way to manage

innovation or to separate exploration and exploitation during innovation processes. Managers

should instead be flexible in their approach to complementary activities and, depending on the

situation, move from aims related to enforcing a particular structure to keeping complementary

actions open to exploration. The flexibility to shift between structuring and opening processes is

important to the different demands that surface during the innovation process (Bledow et al.,

2009a, 2009b; Mäkimattila, 2014; Vrontis, Thrassou, Chebbi & Yahiaoui, 2012).

Bledow et al. (2009a, 2009b) discussed and presented innovation demands and activities

with embedded tensions at different levels within organisations. The authors described challenges

at individual, team and, organisational levels when exploring and exploiting innovation, for

example, by presenting ambidexterity from the regulation of explorative and exploitative actions

on multiple organisational levels. Mäkimattila (2014) and Fjeldstad, Snow, Miles and Lettl (2012)

related similar findings concerning management structures and self-organisation as well as

motivation and situational awareness but focused more on intra-organisational aspects related to

enabling inter-organisational collaboration for innovation. Prajogo and Ahmed (2006) found that



organisations need to enhance certain behavioural and cultural practices to achieve high

innovation performance. Only within these ancillary environments is it possible for organisations

to enhance their potential for more effectively working to attain desired outcomes and high

performance in the area of innovation. Empirical studies have shown that highly innovative firms

have slack structures in the front-end phase of the innovation process and develop more formal

controls and structures in the back-end stages of the innovation process (Van der Panne, Van

Beers & Kleinknecht, 2003).

2.2.  Controls for innovation

Since control aims to ensure the achievement of an entity’s purpose, plans, and targets, control at

an organisational level can be said to encompass the processes in which someone deliberately

influences what another individual, group, or organisation will do (Tannenbaum, 1968).

Furthermore, prior research has pointed out the interactive relationship between management

control and organisational behaviour. Researchers have suggested that the application of control

mechanisms is a social phenomenon, as behaviour mediated by these mechanisms is shaped by

the  feelings,  values,  and  basic  beliefs  of  the  individuals  and  the  organisation,  as  well  as  the

community and society within which the organisation operates (Franco & Bourne, 2003;

Nudurupati & Bititci, 2005). This notion is also applicable to the idea of innovation as a process.

Many authors have concluded that in today’s world, innovation is best understood as a largely

repetitive process that can be managed and thus requires particular attention to the design of

management control (e.g., Davila et al., 2009; Haustein et al., 2014; Janssen et al., 2011).

According to Davila et al. (2009, p. 285), innovation is “about taking advantage of exceptions;

experimenting, failing and succeeding; uncertainty and volatility; inefficiencies; adapting to

unforeseen opportunities; and foremost creativity.” These types of processes, such as specifying

an  idea  that  becomes  the  foundation  of  a  new  firm  or  a  new  service,  require  motivational

surroundings. Control processes, such as goal-setting, performance measurement, and reward

systems, are important in shaping this environment (Davila et al., 2009). In particular, when

referring to innovation as a process, the need exists for a relevant control system to manage it.

Where the only formal control mechanism is to choose between go/no-go decisions, managers



are only able to hope that internal controls in the department (or “clan control”) can lead to

successful outputs. This structure has proven to be limited and useful only for basic research

activities (Davila et al., 2009).

Based on previous studies (Franco-Santos et al., 2012; Henri, 2006), indirect and

interactively used control mechanisms and performance measurements can benefit innovation.

According to Revellino and Mouritsen (2009), innovation has to undergo a number of phases and

activities, each of which calls for different controls that mediate between the innovation and its

environment. Control systems can be divided based on the style of use; some examples of

contrasting styles include organic or mechanistic (cf. Chenhall, 2003), interactive or diagnostic

(cf. Simons, 2000), and direct or indirect (cf. Hutzschenreuter, 2009). The division is usually

dasignated based on the degree of interplay with personnel. Interactive systems enhance the

dialogue and knowledge exchange based on presumptions. The aim of these systems is to enhance

idea development, but they do not impact other aspects of the innovation process (Davila et al.,

2009). Labitzke, Svoboda and Schultz (2014) demonstrated the positive influence of informal

controls on innovation activity, but with respect to formal controls, no significant effect on

innovation activity has been noted. Ylinen and Gullkvist (2014) found organic forms of control

to increase project performance in both exploratory and exploitative innovation. Radical

innovation, especially in the early stages of development, is characterised by a strong dependence

on flexible and social controls, whereas diagnostic control occurs mainly in late development and

commercialisation (Chiesa, Frattini, Lamberti & Noci, 2009).

Recent studies have revealed that to foster innovation, multiple control mechanisms

should be implemented simultaneously. There is still little systematic evidence as to how control

mechanisms inform and assist innovation and how the effects of one form of control are

complementary to and simultaneously rely on another form of control (Malmi & Brown, 2008).

The framework of Merchant and Van der Stede (2012) was selected as a reference for this study

because it regards results and action controls as typically administrative and more direct types of

control but includes also more indirect types of controls. These include personnel control, which

enables employees to control and motivate themselves, and cultural control, which encourages



mutual monitoring. Instead of personnel control, idea control and resource control are used to

represent the indirect controls. However, personnel are involved in all control mechanisms. We

chose this division of controls because it is not limited to a certain industry, organisation size, or

set of business characteristics.

3. Research Methodology

The study results  were derived from case study research.  Due to the exploratory nature of  the

research, the case study method was considered appropriate, given the lack of existing theory

combined with the importance of the phenomenon in practice. Accordingly, the guidelines of

abductive reasoning were adopted in conducting the research. According to Kovács and Spens

(2005), this approach seeks to develop theories by concentrating on interpreting and

understanding a phenomenon that has not yet been researched.

Data were collected from a Finnish company associated with multiple areas of media

business. The case company includes many units and departments that have distinct roles and

responsibilities in the organisation, with some common and some discrete functions. The case

company offers a variety of services; for example, it publishes several newspapers, operates a

radio channel, and offers web-based services. In addition to main business units, the support

functions include distribution and printing as well as administrative and IT departments. The case

company employs approximately 270 workers and faces fierce competition caused by the shift

from traditional to new media, while struggling with the urge to cope with a rapidly changing

operating environment. Nowadays, cost-cutting is not a solution for success and profits, and the

case company realises that innovations are required to renew and to ensure future performance.

An innovation process has been developed for the company via a digital idea-collection system,

but the system did not fulfil its expectations and was therefore not adequately used. There were

problems in the encouragement of positive interaction in idea development and implementation

because some of the business units were also each other’s competitors. In a 2-year research period,

collaborative actions were undertaken to frame the innovation process from idea to innovation

and to determine the types of organisational preparation needed to better utilise external



innovation. In such a dynamic context, a company needs control to manage innovation and to

clarify how innovation control integrates innovation proceeding at different levels.

Table 14.1. Data used to examine innovation control in a case company

Purpose Data Number of

people involved

Output

To clarify the state of

innovation activities and future

needs

Interviews 15 senior

managers and

innovation

agents

Prerequisites of the

successful innovation

process

To clarify the output of the

interviews

Group

interviews

15 senior

managers and

innovation

agents

Development targets

of the innovation

process and related

activities

To create the control

mechanisms of the innovation

process

Development 3–6 innovation

agents

2–4 researchers

Description of the

innovation process

and control

mechanisms

(manageable self-

organisation)

To form a common

understanding of the results

and benefits of the completed

process

Final

interviews

6 innovation

agents

Elements functioning

well in the current

innovation control

system and

development of future

targets

A single case was chosen to get valuable in-depth information about innovation control under a

condition of change and organisational readjustment. Multiple sources of data were utilised, and

several researchers were involved to obtain triangulation and to ensure valid and reliable results

(Eisenhard, 1989; Flyvbjerg, 2006; Pålshaugen, 2009; Voss, Tsikriktsis & Frohlich, 2002; Yin,

1994). The research process included four prior phases of data collection and was performed

concurrently with the organisation’s strategic development process. Collecting different types of



data allowed for data triangulation (see Table 14.1). The data included written works by the case

company’s employees as well as taped and transcribed interviews. Interview questions were open-

ended and planned in advance, but the discussions were unofficial and allowed researchers to

present further questions. Two researchers simultaneously analysed the data by content analysis

and engaged in discussions for the purpose of forming a common understanding. At this time,

theory triangulation was adopted. The goal of this process was to employ different theoretical

frameworks for introducing new concepts. Although the study originates from management

control research, innovation management and organisational learning research were also used to

integrate the existing theory with new contexts.

4. Results

Organisational management has different expectations and needs when it comes to innovation

control. Many interviewees maintained that decisions to shift from structuring a given situation

to keeping it free and open to exploration should be made based on the innovation process’s phase

and situation. With respect to the case organisation, it is crucial that routine evaluations be made

at each level to avoid management delays and to ensure that workers will not feel pressured to

take unofficial actions. . One undesirable phenomenon, seemingly with ease, is the tendency to

bring every issue to the top level of an organisation. The decision-making mechanisms must fit

the needs of the organisation without causing inertia or time delays.

In the case organisation, the employees responsible for innovation activities clarified the

challenge faced by the company: It is easy to place emphasis on only those actions that are visible,

which makes it easier to cut other efforts rather than controlling them and targeting them to

organisational goals. The employees recognised that the organisation should also exploit

resources in the early phases of the innovation process and have the buoyancy to combine

different control mechanisms. The challenge is to let an organisation adjust organically based on

the innovation. These challenges should be met simultaneously to ensure the functioning of daily

operational activities that create company revenue with which to finance ideas and innovations

and thus will translate into future success stories. Based on the process employed in the case



company, if the organisation is focused only on operations and existing products and/or services,

the incremental innovations developed are predominately related to these current products and

processes. In this case of incremental improvements, the emphasis of the innovation process is on

the late phases and direct control mechanisms. If the organisation is adapting more radical

innovations, the role of indirect control in the early phases is pronounced.

The complexity of the control mechanisms becomes clear when considering which

individuals are needed to take part in the organisation’s decision making. In this case study, it

was apparent that the decision-making paths were ambiguous and required clarification. The

general practice was that to push ideas forward, employees were required to talk to managers,

who had the authority to make decisions. In the case company, decision making was distributed

among different management groups, and orders given were perceived to be only partially optimal

rather than conveying complete agreement with a proposed concept. The result was that

employees were trying to perform daily tasks without benefiting from the input of different levels

within the organisation.

Based on the interviews, individuals with different knowledge bases and backgrounds

may create the most fruitful ideas. Initially, creative individuals develop an idea whenthe

opportunity to address a particular need is clear. After this initial spark, the idea is elevated to the

team level, where it is supplemented with additional ideas. At an organisational level, it is linked

with other teams’ perspectives in such a way that individuals connect things to their own

challenges related to the innovation process. The idea is additionally linked at that time to the

company’s strategy. When the innovation is complemented, it will return to the original point of

departure (to the individuals who will apply it to the realised operating environment. This requires

a variety and mixture of controls at different stages.

Choosing the right ideas and managing activities related to these ideas at the right levels

requires an understanding of the process of exploring complementary ideas and then exploiting

them at both the group and organisational levels. The interviewees stated that the loops that link

the individuals having ideas to group-level refinement and organisational interest before returning

to the individual level of complementary ideas must be fully realised. This is not usually visible



through direct action and result control mechanisms. In the case company, the management of

exploration and exploitation, as well as shifting between the competing processes of convergent

and divergent thinking during the innovation process, was overcome by forming an innovation

agent group—a group of individuals to provide the prerequisites for idea development and to

align innovations for strategy and to support management in innovation activities. Allowing

individuals from different functions and job descriptions to further innovation processes,

including connections with management for total business optimisation, was seen as a proper

solution for innovation control. Such an innovation agent group combined individuals and their

processes, namely development of the innovation process, the fostering and generation of new

ideas, and the selection and transformation of these ideas into successful innovations. In contrast,

the traditional approach refined ideas within one’s own unit and department.

Also in the case company, prior attempts were made to solve management problems

related to the innovation process by collecting ideas for the IT system, but this strategy failed and

was attributable to a lack of control mechanisms for fostering an interactive “debate platform”

where innovation could be complemented. Resources had been used within units to promote

innovation because a common arena for dialogue was missing. Due to the new agent solution,

which included the development of a group that supported innovation outside the boundaries of

the organisation’s operational units, a dialectic was achieved through which the implementation

and application of indirect control mechanisms took place in a different way. Agents encouraged

interaction and built a common understanding regarding innovation activities. Management

supported this. The group also catalysed and supported the innovation process, forming a

connective platform across units in the organisation. Such a group within an organisation selects

the ideas for further development and guides the process of implementation. The development of

the new group was a reflection of innovation control. The agents’ role was to ensure the resources

and progress of innovation development. They also built link innovations to strategy and support

management. The results are summarised in Table 14.2.



Table 14.2. Innovation control in different phases

Phase of

innovation process

Outcomes from dialectic perspective Focus on control

characteristic

Signals and

opportunity

recognition

Interaction platforms and organisational culture—

everyone’s job includes acquiring and sharing

cross-functional information.

Cultural control,

exploration

Idea generation A platform to integrate ideas from different

departments; culture that supports this supportive

Idea control,

exploration

Idea evaluation Systematically conduct evaluation in cross-

functional teams and link to organisational

strategy.

Idea control,

exploration

Refining concepts Products and services create value for the

user/customer; organisation of platforms for

refining and connecting individual cognitive

processes to add new ideas in the dialectic

process.

Idea control,

exploration, and

exploitation

Decision to develop

further

A common view between different departments

on how to proceed with innovation is achieved.

Resource control,

exploitation

Starting project As soon as possible by assessing profitability in

terms of internal or external resources, costs, etc.

Action control,

exploitation

Running R&D

project

Clearly lead process by utilising internal and

external resources.

Action control,

exploitation

Testing Gather user/customer feedback for all levels. Results control,

exploitation

Implementing Implementation internally communicated before

external actions

Results control,

exploitation

Measuring

innovation process

Define measures that cover the whole process. Results control,

exploitation

Learning Individuals enable learning throughout the

organisation.

Results control,

exploitation

5. Implications

The aim of the present study was to examine how innovation control integrates innovations that

proceed as a multilevel process. A case study with multiple data sources was conducted to reveal



the roles of different controls in innovation activities and their complementary roles in innovation

control. Our study found that diverse phases of the innovation process have distinct demands with

respect to innovation control. The early phase should be supported by indirect control

mechanisms, idea development guided with a free and supportive manner; the concept phase

agitated by the organisation seeking multiple options and the defined shared goal; and the project

development phase should have direct mechanisms with which to control execution and resources

(see Figure 14.1). The balancing of freedom and constraint based on agent group construction

allows individual, group, and organisational interests to merge with practical measures.

Figure 14.1. Multi-level approach to innovation control

5.1. Theoretical implications

From a theoretical perspective, we integrated the lines of research on innovation and management

control. The results add to our understanding of controlling and combining innovation resources

at individual and group levels to achieve organisational goals. The study findings reveal that

different phases of the innovation process have different demands regarding control mechanisms;

after all, the purpose of control is not to prevent the dialectic process of innovation. A multiplicity



of control mechanisms are needed, but these mechanisms require different emphases during

different phases of the process. It is easy to put emphasis on only those actions that are visible,

which in turn makes it easier to reduce efforts in areas rather than take steps to ensure that they

are clearly directed and measured. The organisation should use innovation control to allocate

resources in the early innovation process. Companies should also have the capability to locate

suitable employees with both knowledge and expertise in addition to somewhat controlling these

actions. The challenge is to let the organisation adjust based on the phase of the innovation process

and the control mechanisms involved.

Innovation control is not the only means through which the innovation process can be

managed, especially in the early phases. The motivation and ability of individuals to dialogue and

to engage in constructive debate is also extremely valuable in reaching a joint, actionable result.

On the other hand, no organisation’s innovation process works without control. In the case

company examined in this study, an agent group formed a dialectic platform for dialogue. This

platform made possible the dynamic process of combining different levels, including loops that

brought complementary ideas back to the individual cognitive level upon the organisation’s

observation of proceeding innovation.

5.2. Practical implications

In terms of practical implication, our results propose that the balance between exploration

and exploitation in the innovation process is highly influenced by different control mechanisms.

Companies should have a clear vision of the innovation control mechanisms at work in different

phases of the innovation process. Innovation control should also focus on the early stages of the

innovation process and not only on the concept and implementation phases. Innovation controls

have to be flexible and variable to accommodate the demands of rapidly changing operating

surroundings.

5.3. Limitations and future research directions

The study has some limitations, which can be considered in further research. First, our study

builds on one case study within a particular context. Additional case studies are needed to ensure

the generalisation of the results. However, several studies have provided empirical arguments



about the different needs of control in diverse phases of the innovation process (Revellino &

Mouritsen, 2009). The present study confirms these arguments by providing supplementary

evidence about the different control mechanisms involved. Our study acknowledges the

difficulties of studying dynamic phenomena, such as innovation controls in a rapidly changing

business context. We assume that we have managed the challenge well with a combination of

various methods of data collection. An opportunity for future research also exists in the study of

the managerial role of controls and an innovation agent group as a solution to balance freedom

and constraint at multiple levels.

6. Conclusions

Rapid changes in business environments and in customer expectations are compelling

organisations to rethink and readjust their management controls. These pressures will force firms

to focus on how they integrate innovation control at individual, group, and organisation levels.

Balancing control between freedom and constraint creates mutual understanding and favourable

conditions for the evolution of innovation. Control should not be used to prevent the dialectic

process of innovation but should rather support it in a constructive and efficient manner. A

multiplicity of control mechanisms is needed, but these mechanisms require different emphases

in different phases of the process that support the development of innovation.
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